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Abstract

Di�erentiated services is an architecture supporting di�erentiation between ag-
gregates of �ows. Since the architecture operates on aggregates, it has appealing
scaling properties. Nodes within a di�erentiated services capable network im-
plement standardized per-hop behaviors (PHBs) de�ning forwarding behaviors
for aggregates by using specialized queuing mechanisms. Assured forwarding
(AF) is a standardized set of PHBs containing four classes with three PHBs in
each class. The PHBs are ordered by drop probability within a class.

The aim of this work is to implement and evaluate a queuing mechanism for
implementing the PHBs in an AF class, Weighted RED with Thresholds (WRT),
in the FreeBSD operating system. WRT complies to the AF requirements even
during times of overload. This property makes the queuing mechanism load-
tolerant.

The implementation is veri�ed and its performance is evaluated in compari-
son with the performance of ordinary FIFO queuing. The results show that an
implementation of WRT can be made e�cient.

For the implementation of WRT, it proved to be advantageous to use a re-
cently proposed modi�cation to RED (new RED) for early congestion signaling,
and to measure drop rates and arrival rates for the aggregates to stabilize the
relation between DPLs. The implementation also use a random-drop policy
for dropping packets. It is, however, unclear wether this is worth the extra
complexity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

There is an increasing demand for di�erentiable services on the Internet. Two
di�erent architectures have been proposed for providing such services, each being
standardized by separate working groups within the IETF (Internet Engineering
Task Force). The integrated services (intserv) working group [17] is working on
a reservations on per-�ow basis. The di�erentiated services (di�serv) working
group [9], on the other hand, is working on reservations on per-aggregate basis.
In the intserv architecture, a receiver is responsible for reserving resources for
the �ows it receives. The Resource ReserVation Protocol (RSVP) [31] can for
instance be used for making these reservations. An intserv capable router must
therefore process service requests and maintain state for every �ow that is given
better service than the default best-e�ort service. A di�serv capable router
only needs to maintain state for each aggregate of �ows architecture making the
di�serv architecture attractive for reservations at larger scale.

The observed forwarding behavior given to an aggregate of �ows by a di�serv
capable router is called a per-hop behavior (PHB). Within a di�serv capable
domain, each packet is tagged with a code point (the DS-�eld in the packet
header) specifying which PHB it belongs to [26][3]. This enables the routers to
identify how to treat an individual packet without looking at any other �elds
in the packet headers. The code points are placed in the packet headers at
the ingress nodes of a di�serv capable domain. Shaping and policing on the
aggregates may also be performed by the ingress nodes.

PHBs are being standardized by the di�serv working group as well as PHB
groups. A PHB group is a set of related PHBs. Assured forwarding (AF) is
a PHB group divided into four classes, each class containing three PHBs [16].
A PHB in an AF class is called a drop precedence level (DPL). These DPLs
are numbered from 1 to 3. A packet belonging to DPL 1 must not be dropped
with a greater probability than one belonging to DPL 2 which in turn must
not be dropped with a greater probability than one belonging to DPL 3. A
router implementing the AF PHB group must provide at least two di�erent
DPLs within each class and must not reorder packets within a class.

The queuing mechanismWeighted RED with Thresholds (WRT) can be used
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to implement a class in the AF PHB group [4]. In this report, an implementation
of WRT is described and evaluated. WRT can provide absolute di�erentiation

between the DPLs. This means that packets at DPL 1 are guaranteed an upper
bound on loss independently of the tra�c at the higher DPLs. The advantage
WRT has over previously suggested mechanisms is that it is load tolerant. In
this report, load tolerance is de�ned as the ability to maintain the requirements
of the AF PHB group in times of overload, without starving out higher DPLs.
Overload may occur due to over reservations, link failure or, in wireless network,
due to changed radio conditions.

WRT operates by calculating a separate average queue length for each DPL.
The drop probability of packets at the DPL 3 is depending on the total average
queue length (i.e. the sum of the average queue length at all three DPLs).
Packets at other DPLs than the highest are guaranteed to be forwarded, as long
as the average queue lengths at these DPLs do not exceed a threshold value.
If the threshold is exceeded, it is interpreted as overload. WRT will then fall
back on relative di�erentiation, where the DPLs are treated similarly, except
that the drop probability at DPL 1 is a fraction of the drop probability at DPL
2 which in turn is a fraction of the drop probability at DPL 3. This behavior is
load tolerant as will be discussed later in this report.

The goal of this master's thesis work is to implement the WRT mechanism
in the kernel of the FreeBSD operating system and to evaluate its performance.
The versions of FreeBSD used are 3.3 and 3.4. Whenever the word �FreeBSD�
is used in this document, it refers to both these versions unless a version is
explicitly stated.

The implementation has been veri�ed to operate stable during various load.
Performance tests show that WRT is, as expected, more expensive than ordi-
nary FIFO queuing. Enqueuing and dequeuing a packet takes roughly twice
as many clock cycles for WRT than ordinary FIFO. However, the implementa-
tion presented in this report is using a random-drop policy (when a packet is
dropped from a DPL, a random packet in the queue at that DPL is selected).
If a simpler policy is used, the performance di�erence between WRT and FIFO
should be substantially smaller.

The rest of this document is arranged as follows. In chapter 2 an overview of
the di�erentiated services architecture is given. In chapter 3, the e�ects trans-
port protocols (in particular TCP) have on queuing mechanisms are discussed.
In chapter 4, describes RED and queuing mechanisms for di�erentiated services
derived from RED (RIO, WRED and WRT). The implementation of WRT will
be presented in chapter 5 and evaluated in chapter 6. Finally, in chapter 7 the
work will be concluded.
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Chapter 2

The Di�erentiated Services

Architecture

This chapter will give a brief overview of the DS architecture.

2.1 Di�erentiated Services Capable Networks

The di�serv working group has standardized a framework to build di�erentiated
services capable networks on [3]. Service providers o�ers a service level speci-

�cation to clients (other di�erentiated services capable networks or end-users).
At the borders of the network, there are meters measuring the tra�c, markers
tagging packets with appropriate code points and shapers assuring that the traf-
�c conforms to the tra�c conditioning speci�cation corresponding to the service
level speci�cation.

Within a di�serv network, routers must forward each packet according to
the per-hop behavior (PHB) that each packet's code point maps onto. A set
of related PHBs is called a PHB group. There exists prede�ned PHB groups
with corresponding code points. Packets are marked with the code point in the
di�erentiated service �eld in the IP header.

2.1.1 The Di�erentiated Service Field

The di�erentiated service �eld (DS �eld) in a packet header is used for de�ning
an aggregate of �ows which are to be given similar treatment [26]. The TOS
octet and the tra�c class octet in the IPv4 and the IPv6 headers respectively
are rede�ned to hold this value. The six high bits of the DS �eld is called service
class code points. These code points maps the aggregate on a PHB.
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2.1.2 Per-Hop Behaviors

A PHB de�nes the forwarding behavior of a DS node observed by an aggregate
of �ows. There exists a number of standardized PHBs and PHB groups.

Default PHB and Class Selector PHBs

A DS compliant node must provide a default PHB and class selector PHBs [26].
The default PHB should provide �best-e�ort� service. Tra�c which does not
belong to any particular service level agreement should be forwarded in this
PHB.

Associated with the class selector PHBs are the class selector code points.
The class selector code points are reserved code points for backwards compli-
ance with the IP precedence �eld. A DS compliant node must implement class
selector compliant PHBs for these code points. In particular, the code points
corresponding to the old values of the precedence �eld used for routing tra�c
must map to PHBs that are given higher priority than �best-e�ort� tra�c.

The Expedited Forwarding PHB

The expedited forwarding (EF) PHB [18] speci�es a behavior that gives an ag-
gregate a con�gurable minimum departure rate at each node. This is suitable
for virtual leased lines (VLLs). A VLL is a reserved �tunnel� through a shared
network behaving as a dedicated wire. Any queuing mechanism implement-
ing EF must schedule packets such that they receive no worse treatment than
they would over a dedicated wire with bandwidth equal to the con�gured peak
bandwidth in terms of delay, jitter and bandwidth.

The Assured Forwarding PHB Group Type

The assured forwarding PHB group [16] is a type of PHB group containing four
classes, which are instances of the AF type [15]. Each class contains three drop
precedence levels, each corresponding to a PHB.

The DPLs are ordered after drop probability and are numbered from 1 to 3.
Packets belonging to DPL 1 must not experience greater drop probability than
the packets DPL 2, which in turn must not experience greater drop probability
than the packets in DPL 3. In addition, there must be at least two di�erent
drop probabilities and packets within the same class and micro �ow must not be
reordered. A micro �ow is de�ned by the �ve tuple (source address, destination
addresses, source port, destination ports, protocol number).

2.2 Code Points Recommended for AF

The code points de�ned by AF are speci�ed in RFC2597 [16]. The mapping
from code point to DPL used in the implementation of WRT presented in this
report is shown in table 2.1.
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Code
Point

DPL

xxx00x 3
xxx01x 1
xxx10x 2
xxx11x 3

Table 2.1: Code Point Mappings

Note that the AF PHB group does not de�ne the xxx00x code point. In
the implementation presented in this report, this is mapped to DPL 3 to be
prepared for all possible values. Code point xxx00x is mapped to DPL 3 rather
than to DPL 2 or 1, since there is no reason to give a packet with an incorrect
code point higher service.1

1In a properly con�gured DS network, code point xxx00x should never be seen in an AF

class.
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Chapter 3

Transport Layers

When implementing the AF PHB group it is necessary to consider the tra�c
characteristics that will be seen by the router. The transport layers used by
the hosts plays a major role in forming these characteristics. In particular, it is
di�cult to estimate the resources consumed by a bursty �ow. A bursty �ow is
one where the transmissions are not evenly distributed over a round trip time.
The most common TCP implementations have this problem.

3.1 TCP

TCP is the most common transport protocol today. It contains congestion
control mechanisms to detect signs of congestion and adapts its transmission
rate accordingly. The e�ects of these mechanisms can be improved by using
early congestion signaling in the routers [5]. The idea behind early congestion
signaling is that a router should be able to indicate imminent congestion, to
prevent that it runs out of bu�er space.

The AF PHB group can be implemented by using an early congestion signal-
ing mechanism, which operates more or less aggressively depending on the DPL.
This will be further discussed in chapter 4. The congestion control mechanisms
in TCP will be discussed in this section, as it is relevant for the fairness between
the DPLs in such an implementation (see section 4.3.5). A more throughout
overview of TCP can be found in [29].

3.1.1 TCP Background

TCP is a connection oriented protocol which provides reliable and in order
delivery of packets. An important part of the protocol is the congestion control
mechanisms. (See RFC2581 [1]). A TCP sender does not know the bandwidth of
the path over which it is sending, so it must probe the network by increasing its
transmission rate in a controlled manner. Losses indicates that the transmission
rate is too high. Figure 3.1 shows a TCP sender and receiver.
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Figure 3.1: TCP sender and receiver.

Without these congestion avoidance mechanisms the Internet would su�er
from frequent congestion collapses [20]. The behavior of TCP tra�c is essen-
tially the result of these mechanisms. Packet transmissions are triggered by the
reception of an acknowledgment and may therefore not be evenly distributed
over a round trip time. This will have an impact on the service di�erentiation
mechanism as will be explained in section 4.3.5.

3.1.2 TCP Congestion Avoidance Mechanisms

A TCP transmitter assumes that the network is not congested as long as it
receives acknowledgments (ACKs) for the transmitted data. How many un-
acknowledged segments that can be held is limited by the congestion window

(cwnd). When the sender transmits data as fast as the network allows, this
will be the sum of the packets and the ACKs in �gure 3.1, plus eventual pack-
ets being processed at the receiver. This value is adjusted up- and downwards
according to TCP's estimation of the network conditions (i.e. how much re-
sources the TCP �ow can exploit). The receiver may also restrain the sender
by announcing a receiver window (rwnd) smaller than cwnd. In addition, TCP
maintains a parameter called the slow start threshold (ssthresh), which marks
the border between the slow start state and the congestion avoidance state.

Initially cwnd is set to a small value (at most two segments) and TCP enters
the slow start state. Cwnd is increased by one for each successfully acknowledged
segment.1 The increase of cwnd will therefore be exponential. This continues
until cwnd reaches ssthresh or until congestion is detected. If congestion was
detected and cwnd was larger than ssthresh, cwnd will be halved and TCP enters
the congestion avoidance state. If congestion was detected and cwnd was less
than ssthresh, cwnd will be set to a small value and TCP reenters slow-start. If
ssthresh was reached, TCP enters the congestion avoidance state.

During congestion avoidance, TCP increases cwnd slowly until congestion is
detected, upon which it will halve its cwnd. Acknowledgments may be delayed
until four full segments have been received during congestion avoidance.

1RFC2581 actually states that cwnd should be increased by one for each ACK that ac-

knowledges new data. This is, however, one of the �aws in the speci�cation which allow greedy

clients to fool the sender to send data severely faster than the network is capable of forwarding

it. An ACK can be sent for each byte in the segment causing the sender to increase its cwnd

extremely fast [28].
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To improve the throughput when a packet is lost, the fast retransmit and
fast recovery mechanisms are used. The receiver must send duplicate ACKs
to indicate that a packet has been received out of sequence (i.e., at least one
segment is missing). Upon receiving four identical ACKs, the missing segment is
retransmitted and the sender halves its cwnd and enters the fast recovery state.
Cwnd is increased by one for every received duplicated ACK, and if cwnd is large
enough, a packet is transmitted. When an ACK arrives that acknowledges new
data, cwnd is reset to the value it had when the sender entered fast recovery.

TCP also has a retransmission timeout. This timeout expires if an acknowl-
edgment has not been received for a certain time. When this happens, the
sender retransmits the packet and enters slow start.

There exists a number of TCP implementations. Slow start and congestion
avoidance was �rst implemented in TCP Tahoe. Fast retransmit and fast re-
covery was added in the TCP Reno implementation. Additional extensions to
the TCP Reno implementation include SACK [23], FACK [22] and TCP new
Reno [12]. A completely di�erent approach to congestion avoidance is taken
in the TCP Vegas implementation [8]. It implements its own early congestion
detection by measuring the round trip times. Increasing round trip time is used
as an indication that the bu�ers are �lling up and that congestion is imminent
and the sender responds to this by reducing its transmission rate.

3.1.3 Considerations Related to Service Di�erentiation

The loss rate is related to the transmission rate of a �ow. However, since TCP
Reno and its successors are self-clocked (i.e., transmissions are triggered by ACK
receptions), the transmission rate will often vary over a round trip time. This
will a�ect the stability of the service di�erentiation mechanisms.

If ti is the time when segment i is transmitted, then the burstiness of the
TCP �ow can be de�ned as:

burstiness =
X
i

�
cwnd � (ti+1 � ti)

RTT
� 1

�2

The round trip time (RTT) is the time it takes between a packet is sent and until
it is acknowledged (assuming that it was not lost). Ideally, the time between
the departure of two consecutive packets is RTT

cwnd
(i.e., the packets are being

distributed evenly over the round trip time). The formula above is the normal-
ized standard deviation of the time between the departure of two consecutive
packets.

The burstiness in a TCP �ow is often high during slow start. At slow-start,
the sender transmits a pair of packets in response to each ACK. The ACKs
are also likely to arrive in a burst (since the receiver received the packets in a
burst). The burstiness will also increase after a packet loss. Obviously, it will
if the TCP �ow enters slow start, but also after a fast recovery. When TCP
enters fast recovery after three duplicated ACKs have been received, cwnd is
set to half of the number of sent and unacknowledged packets plus three and
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increased by one for each received duplicated ACK. However, there will be a
period where the sender is idle, waiting for cwnd to become large enough to
transmit a packet. Hence, after fast recovery, the packets will be distributed
over a time period which is smaller than RTT and therefore be burstier.

A modi�ed congestion control mechanism, rate halving, has been suggested
[24]. This will improve this situation by transmitting packets during the time
which would otherwise be idle at half its previous rate. However, even if rate
halving is being used, the burstiness will increase during fast recovery. The
transmission rate is decreased by halving the transmission rate during part of
the RTT, while the old rate is maintained during the rest of the RTT.

Another solution that has been suggested is rate based pacing [30], which
based on an estimation of the RTT will transmit a packet every RTT

cwnd
, and

thereby smoothen the �ow. The problem with this is that it requires a timer fa-
cility at the sender with high enough granularity. This may, however, be feasible.
Aron et.al. have shown that high granularity soft timers can be implemented
with acceptable overhead [2]. The accuracy of soft timers is good enough for
this type of applications.

3.2 UDP

Delay sensitive applications, such as IP telephony, do not have time to wait
for lost packets to be retransmitted. These applications would rather skip the
lost data. UDP is a simple protocol suited for this. It only provides ports for
multiplexing at the transport layer and a checksum to protect the pay load
from bit-errors. Congestion should be handled at the application layer, but
many applications that are using UDP ignore congestion entirely.

Non-adaptive tra�c can be used for denial-of-service attacks. It is possible
to send packets at a constantly high rate, forcing adaptive �ows such as TCP to
reduce their transmission rate. This problem should be dealt with at the ingress
node in a di�serv capable network.
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Chapter 4

Active Queue Management

The congestion avoidance mechanisms in TCP relies on the network to signal
congestion by dropping packets. If the routers use traditional FIFO queuing,
the bu�ers will �ll up before the TCP senders reduce their transmission rate.
The idea behind using active queue management is to get TCP senders to reduce
their transmission rate earlier. Before the queues have become full, the routers
will signal TCP senders by dropping or by marking (e.g., by setting a bit in
the IP header [27]) packets at random. Recommendations on deploying such
mechanisms in the Internet has been declared by the IETF [5].

With queue management a drop probability is associated with each for-
warded packet, which will be non-zero during times of congestion. The AF
PHB group can be implemented using an early congestion signaling mechanism,
where the drop probability of a particular packet is weighted depending on what
DPL that packet belongs to.

This chapter gives descriptions of the early congestion signaling mechanism
RED and recently proposed modi�cation to it. Thereafter, queuing mechanisms
for service di�erentiation based on RED are described and discussed.

4.1 RED

RED (Random Early Detection) is designed to be used in conjunction with TCP
to more e�ciently exploit its congestion avoidance mechanism [14]. Congestion
is detected by monitoring the average queue length. A long average queue length
is interpreted as a signal of imminent congestion. Thus, when the queue length
reaches a threshold value, th_min, RED drops or marks packets randomly with
increasing drop probability from zero to th_max, as shown in �gure 4.1. If
a dropped packet belonged to a TCP �ow, the TCP sender will decrease its
transmission rate using its congestion avoidance mechanisms. The congestion
will thereby be de�ected sooner than it would have been if the router had waited
until it had run out of bu�er space. Consequently, there will be shorter queues
and shorter delays. In addition, RED does not discriminate bursty �ows. Bursts
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Drop

Length
Queue

max_p

th_min th_max

Probability

Figure 4.1: RED drop probability vs. queue length

Parameter Recommended setting

min_th 5
max_th 3�min_th
max_P 10%

weight parameter 0.002

Table 4.1: Recommended settings of RED parameters

will be absorbed since the calculations is based on an average queue length [25].
Using only tail drop, a packet at the end of a burst is more likely to be dropped
than the packets at the beginning of it.

RED is using a weighted sliding average so that the drop probability will be
unsensitive to temporarily changes in the queue length. How fast this average
queue length will follow the queue length is speci�ed by a weight parameter.

It is necessary to con�gure four parameters to tune the performance of a
RED router: min_th, max_th, max_P and the average weight. The relation-
ship between these and the performance of the router is nontrivial. The optimal
values depend on the speed of the router's network interfaces, round trip times
and tra�c characteristics. This makes RED considerably di�cult to con�g-
ure [11]. However, based on simulation experiences, the parameter settings in
table 4.1 have been recommended [13].

Another problem is that RED treats �ows which use less of their share of
the bandwidth unfairly. These �ows will su�er the same loss rate as other �ows
[21]. Also, it might not be optimal to make estimations of the congestion based
on the average queue length. For instance, the congestion avoidance mechanism
BLUE [10] is based on other factors such as link utilization and loss rate shows
promising results.
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Figure 4.2: New RED control law.

4.2 New RED

This is a variation of RED that was presented by Jacobson et.al. [19]. The
idea to attempt to notify TCP senders of imminent congestion is the same as in
the RED mechanism described in the previous section (hereafter referred to as
RED93). However, the calculations of the average queue length and the drop
probability function are di�erent. In addition, these values are not recalculated
for every received packet. Instead, the queue length is sampled at intervals no
larger than the MTU time of the link. It may also be possible to sample less
frequently by using random sampling techniques (e.g. exponentially distributed
sampling intervals).

The new RED implementation presented in [19] uses the drop probability
function (or control law) shown in �gure 4.2. Above the threshold value, every
n'th packet is dropped where n is a random number laying below a parabola
function and above drop ceiling. Naturally, the drop probability is 1 when there
are no bu�ers available.

The average queue length is calculated asymmetrically depending on wether
the queue length is increasing or decreasing. While it is increasing, the average
is a weighted sliding average as RED93. While it is decreasing, the instant
queue length is used. This makes new RED respond immediately when the
transmission rates are decreased, which corresponds to the fact that TCP halves
the congestion window with immediate e�ect, while it increases slowly.

4.3 Queuing Mechanisms for Service Di�erentia-

tion

There exists a number of queuing mechanisms that support service di�eren-
tiation. In this section the desired properties of a queuing mechanism for AF
will be presented. Thereafter the RED-based queuing mechanisms RIO, WRED
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and WRT is described. Finally, some considerations for the implementation of
relative di�erentiation will be discussed.

4.3.1 Desired Properties of an AF Queuing Mechanism

The speci�cation of the AF PHB group states that the order between two packet
from the same class and micro �ow must not be changed. The simplest way to
accomplish this is to simply forward all packets in the same order as they arrive.
Moreover, the drop probabilities must be strictly ordered between DPLs.

Absolute di�erentiation is when the lower DPLs has a drop probabilities
which are independent of the amount of tra�c at the higher DPLs. To provide
absolute di�erentiation, the amount of tra�c on the lower DPLs must be limited.
Under normal conditions there are admission control at the ingress nodes of a
di�serv network. However, if this fails for some reason, there will be more tra�c
at the lower DPLs than there are reserved resources. A load tolerant queuing
mechanism should be capable to handle this situation without starving higher
DPLs or breaking the order of drop probabilities.

None of the mechanisms described in this section reorders packets. However,
only WRT is load tolerant.

4.3.2 RIO

RIO provides two service classes: Privileged packets are said to be in pro�le
and other packets are said to be out of pro�le [7]. RIO keeps two average queue
lengths, one which counts all packets in the queue and one that only counts the
in packets.

In packets are dropped according to a separate set of RED parameters and
the drop probability is calculated from the in packet's average queue length.
The out packets are dropped according to a second set of RED parameters and
the drop probability is calculated from the total average queue length. Hence,
as long as the in packets stays under the minimum threshold for the in class, no
in packets will be dropped. The drop probability functions are shown in �gure
4.3.

The maximum threshold for the in class must be set equal to or larger than
for the out class in order to achieve the properties described in section 4.3.1.
The out class will therefore su�er from starvation under uncontrolled load. RIO
is therefore not load tolerant as de�ned in section 4.3.1.

4.3.3 Weighted RED

Weighted RED (WRED) has multiple sets of RED parameters, but unlike RIO,
it uses the same queue length for calculating the drop probability on all DPLs.
There may also be more than two DPLs. If the maximum thresholds are set
to di�erent values, the unprivileged DPL will su�er from starvation when the
load is higher than its maximum threshold. A privileged class may still receive
service, however. The di�erentiation is absolute but not load tolerant.
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Figure 4.3: RIO drop probabilities. Top: in packets. Bottom: out packets.
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Figure 4.4: Weighted RED con�gured for relative di�erentiation.
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Figure 4.5: Top: WRT drop probabilities in relative di�erentiation. Bottom:
thresholds that separates relative and absolute di�erentiation.

WRED can, however, be con�gured for relative di�erentiation as shown
in �gure 4.4. A packet can be dropped from any DPL, although the drop
probability is weighted in favor of the lower DPLs.

4.3.4 WRT

WRT can provide absolute di�erentiation and to fall back onto relative di�er-
entiation during overload. To do this, it combines the multiple average queue
lengths from RIO with a set of threshold values, which correspond to the minth
value for the in class in RIO.

Let thi be the threshold for DPL i. WRT can provide absolute services
for multiple DPLs with increasing precedence if and only if the thresholds are
con�gured such that thi < thi+1. While a privileged DPL (i.e., all DPLs smaller
than N , where N is the total number of DPLs) does not exceed its threshold,
no packets will be dropped from that DPL. However, when it does, the packets
in that DPL will be treated as the packets in the DPL immediately above. At
the highest DPL, the packets are treated according to a relative di�erentiation
con�guration similar to WRED. Figure 4.5 shows the drop probability function
for WRT. If another early congestion signaling mechanism than RED is used,
the drop probability function will look di�erent. The relation between the drop
probabilities in relative di�erentiation is the important thing though.
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If there are three DPLs as in AF, DPL 2 is forced to share its resources
with DPL 1 if DPL 1 exceed its threshold. If DPL 2 exceed its threshold, the
tra�c at this level will be treated according to the relative di�erentiation. If
then DPL 1 also exceed its threshold, all three DPLs will be treated according
to the relative di�erentiation. There are three possible situations: DPL 1 and
2 has zero drop probability, DPL 1 only has zero drop probability while DPL
2 has a fraction of DPL 3's loss rate, or DPL 1 has a fraction of DPL 2's loss
rate which in turn is a fraction of DPL 3's loss rate. Hence, WRT ful�lls the
AF requirements at any load.

4.3.5 Implementation Considerations for Relative Di�er-

entiation

A straightforward WRED implementation to provide relative di�erentiation
may not work as expected. Assume that a WRED con�guration with two DPLs,
l1 and l2, are con�gured such that they share minth and maxth. The relative
di�erentiation is achieved by setting the maximum loss probability at l2 higher
than at l1. (I.e., tra�c at l2 will receives worse service than tra�c at l1). If the
maximum loss probability at l2 is set to n times the maximum loss probability
at l1, each packet received at l2 will be dropped with n times as high probability
as those received at l1, for all average queue lengths between minth and maxth.

However, as discussed in section 3.1, data tra�c can be bursty on the In-
ternet. When a burst of packets arrives, the average queue length (and conse-
quently also the drop probability) may temporarily increase. As pointed out in
section 3.1, TCP may become even burstier as a result of this.

Notice that the drop probability increases faster with the queue length for
l2 than for l1. Hence, under the assumption that the tra�c always becomes
burstier when the drop probability increases, the burstiness of the TCP �ows
at l2 must be worse than at l1. This will exacerbate the temporary increases
in average queue length for l2. The result from this is that l2 may experience
signi�cantly more than n times the losses of l1 when there are TCP tra�c at
both levels. This makes it di�cult to predict the relation between the DPLs.
The solution for this is to drop packets such that a static relation is maintained
between the �ows. This solution requires that packets other than the just re-
ceived one can be dropped. A detailed description of this is given in section
5.2.2.
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Chapter 5

Design and Implementation

The implementation is based on ALTQ-2.0, which is a framework for alternative
queuing for the FreeBSD operating system [6]. This includes support for a
number of network adapters. ALTQ also has an o�cial entry in the kernel
switch table.1 The basic framework for attaching a queue to an interface and
for registering KLDs (dynamically loadable kernel modules) is also present.

5.1 Implementation Objectives

The implementation should be ready to use in a UNIX-based PC router. Fur-
thermore, it should not introduce substantial overhead compared to ordinary
tail drop FIFO queuing.

There are two issues regarding the performance. First, the queue mechanism
should not dequeue packets as slow as unnecessary delay are introduced. Sec-
ond, the router may perform other tasks, such as routing lookups. Therefore,
managing the queue must not saturate the processing resources.

There are three operations performed by a queuing mechanism: Enqueuing,
dequeuing and packet dropping. The new RED mechanism also performs sam-
pling of the queue. All these operations should be implemented e�ciently to
achieve good performance.

5.2 Implementation

WRT can be divided into three steps: First, deciding whether a packet will
be dropped or not. This step includes early congestion signaling. Second, if a
packet will be dropped, deciding from which DPL a packet will be dropped. Fi-
nally, when a DPL has been selected for a packet drop, deciding which particular
packet that will be dropped.

1Major number 96.
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The implementation of each step is described in this section. Each operation
can be performed in constant time with respect to the queue length. With
respect to the number of DPLs, N , CPU consumption has complexity O(N)

and memory consumption O(N). N is usually small though (e.g. when used to
implement an AF class, it is either two or three), so this should be acceptable.

5.2.1 Step 1�Making the Drop Decision

This is the part of the mechanism that determines whether a packet will be
dropped or not. Originally, RED93 was intended to be used for early conges-
tion signaling part. However, the new RED mechanism was selected for this
task instead, since this simpli�es the implementation. It also shows promis-
ing performance as active queue management mechanism. An implementation
based on RED93 is also presented here. This implementation is not evaluated
though.

New RED

The new RED mechanism is simpler to implement than the RED93 mechanism.
Sampling the queue may require less processing resources than recalculating
the average queue length for every packet arrival2; First, the calculations are
less complex and second, sampling is more rare event than packet arrivals in a
congested router since the sampling is performed once every MTU time. Fur-
thermore, the sampling of the queue introduces a time axis, which may improve
the accuracy of the average queue length estimation and which is useful for mea-
suring arrival and drop rates. New RED is also expected be simpler to con�gure
than the original RED mechanism.

The parameters that needs to be con�gured is a threshold value corre-
sponding to minth in RED and a �lter gain for calculating the average queue
length. Algorithm 1 is executed every time a packet is received. The val-
ues of drop counter init and drop counter are calculated by a sampling rou-
tine, which samples the queue length at regular intervals. The average queue
length must change with at least one whole packet before drop counter init is
recalculated. Hence, when the average queue length is above threshold, every
drop counter init packet is dropped until the average queue length is changed
by at least one packet. If the average queue length is still above threshold,
drop counter init is recalculated as a random number which size depends on the
average queue length according to �gure 4.2 on page 14.

The calculation of the average queue length is asymmetric. It is only cal-
culated as a weighted sliding average when the queue length is increasing as
shown in algorithm 2. When the queue length is decreasing, the average queue
length is set to the absolute queue length. The WRT implementation iterates
over all DPL using algorithm 2 and uses the sum as the total average queue
length. This does not require any modi�cations to the algorithm.

2This is system dependent. There must be a timer facility capable of high enough granu-

larity whithout introducing exstensive processing overhead [2].
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Algorithm 1 The New RED Mechanism.

if q > qlimit

drop packet

else if drop counter init && --drop count == 0 {

drop count = drop counter init

drop packet

} else

enqueue packet

Algorithm 2 New RED average queue length

if q < avg

avg = q

else

avg += (q � avg) � gain

The routine which samples the queue lengths and calculate the average queue
lengths, also sets drop counter init. Except for the average queue lengths, the
implementation of it exactly replicates the implementation in [19].

RED

The RED implementation borrows most of the code from Kenjiro Cho's ALTQ
RED implementation, which implements all optimizations suggested by Floyd
and Jacobson [14]. The average queue length is recalculated for each packet
that arrives to the router. A packet is dropped with a probability depending on
the average queue length according to �gure 4.1 on page 13.

Algorithm 3 shows how the average queue length is calculated in RED. The
optimized implementation only allows wq to be an inverse power of two, so
that the average can be calculated by using scaled integer arithmetic and shift
operations. The exponential function is precalculated and the results stored in
a lookup table.

Algorithm 3 RED Average Queue Length.

if the queue is nonempty

avg = (1� wq) � avg + wq � q

else

m = f(time� qtime)

avg = (1� wq)
m � avg

In algorithm 3, avg is the average queue length, wq is the weight, q is the
queue length, f is a linear function, time is the current time, and qtime is the
time when the queue became empty.
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Finding out which levels that are to be part of the relative di�erentiation
in step 2 requires that an average queue length is calculated for each DPL
separately. In the implementation of WRT, the above described implementation
is executed twice for each received packet: First, to recalculate the total average
queue length, and second, to recalculate the queue length on the DPL that the
received packet belonged to. This method is however broken. Since the average
queue length on DPL i will not be recalculated until a packet arrives at i, an
old average can be kept at that DPL despite that it is idle. If this average is
larger than the threshold value for that DPL, it will unnecessarily burden all
DPLs above i. This problem has been observed during the tests described in
chapter 6.

Algorithm 4 shows how to properly calculate average queue lengths on mul-
tiple DPLs. An iteration over all DPLs is performed to recalculate the average
queue lengths. As an optimization, the sum of all averages is used as the total
average. Pkttime is the time it takes to send a packet on the outgoing interface
and qprevtimei is the time a packet was previously received at DPL i. Because
of qprevtimei , the time has to be noted for every received packet. This makes
this algorithm awkward for usage on multiple DPLs.

Algorithm 4 RED Average queue length on multiple DPLs.

avg = 0

for all DPLs i {

if the received packet belongs to DPL i

and the queue at DPL i is nonempty

avgi = (1� wq) � avgi + wq � qi
else {

m = f(time� (qprevtimei + pkttime))

if m < 0

avgi = (1� wq)
m � avgi

}

avg += avgi
}

5.2.2 Step 2�Selecting which DPL to Drop From

DPLs which average queue lengths does not exceed their threshold values will
be protected from losses. Hence, it must �rst be decided which DPLs that are
supposed to take part of the relative di�erentiation. This is done by comparing
the average queue lengths and the threshold values.

Assume that there are N DPLs. Let avgn be the average queue length and
thn the threshold for DPL n. When DPL i exceeds its threshold, its packets will
be treated as the packets in DPL i+ 1. Hence, DPL i + 1 is always burdened
with the packets from DPL i and may in turn exceed its threshold. No packets
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are dropped from a DPL unless it exceeds its threshold and all DPLs above it
exceed their thresholds. So, when selecting a DPL to drop a packet from, any
DPLs from l to N may be selected, where l is either the highest DPL for which
the inequality

PN�1

n=l avgn >
PN�1

n=l thn holds or 0. DPL l can be found by
using algorithm 5

Algorithm 5 Determining which levels that are above their thresholds.

l = 1

len = 0

for i = 1 to N � 1 {

len += average queue length at level

i�threshold at level i.

if len � 0 {

len = 0

l = i+ 1

}

}

After l has been calculated, the relative di�erentiation includes all DPLs
from l to N and the packet that will be dropped will be taken from one of
these. For each DPL i, the drop rate Di and the arrival rate Ai are measured
at each DPL i. The goal is to keep the relation between the loss rates, Qi =

Di

Ai
,

constant.
Let reli;j denote the relation between DPL i and DPL j. Then reli;j =

Qi

Qj

when the loss rates are distributed ideally between the DPLs. When reli;j <
Qi

Qj
,

DPL j has got more than its share of the losses and similarly, when reli;j >
Qi

Qj
,

DPL i has got more than its share of the losses. Consequently, a packet will
be dropped from a DPL which has got less than its share, to move the loss
rate distribution closer to its ideal state. The easiest way to do this is to go
through all DPLs as in algorithm 6. Note that the loss rate will be exactly
the drop probability on each DPL distributed over a period of time. Since
i > j , reli;j � 1, The drop probability for DPL i will be larger than the one
on DPL j if i > j as required for AF [16].

Algorithm 6 Find a DPL to drop a packet from

i = l

while i > 0 {

if
Qi

Qi+1
< reli;i+1 {

DPL = i

done

}

}

DPL = 0
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Note that it is possible that the selected DPL does not contain any packets.
It would be possible to hold the drop pending until a packet arrives at that
DPL. This will, however, delay congestion signaling, which may in turn lead
to that TCP senders the reduce their transmission rate later than they would
otherwise. Another solution is to simply drop a packet from another DPL, for
instance, the highest nonempty DPL. In chapter 6 it is shown that the relations
are not signi�cantly a�ected by this unless the loss rates are extremely high.
This is the expected behavior since the relations should converge as long as the
majority of the packets are thrown from the selected DPL. However, when the
selected DPL is empty, the DPLs lower than l should not be selected, since the
packets at these should be forwarded independently of other tra�c. If all DPLs
greater than or equal to l are empty, no packet is dropped if there is bu�er space
available.

The sampling routine of the new RED mechanism provides an excellent
tool for measuring the drop rates and arrival rates. The number of arrivals
and losses between two samples are the instant drop and arrival rates. A good
approximations can be calculated through a sliding weighted average over these.
Algorithm 7 illustrates how this is done. Here, gain is the same �lter constant

Algorithm 7 Calculation of the drop rate vs. the arrival rate Qi at DPL i.

Event Action

Packet arrival at DPL i Increase ai
Packet drop at DPL i Increase di

Sampling the queue lengths Recalculate Ai, Di and Qi as shown below

Ai = (1� gain) �Ai + gain � ai
Di = (1� gain) �Di + gain � ai
Qi =

Ai

Di

as used by new RED since these averages should cover a window of the same
size as the average queue length.

How to do these measurements without sampling the queue is left to be
solved. This would be necessary if this method is to be used in conjunction
with RED93 in step 1. A simpli�ed method for doing relative di�erentiation is
to pick DPL i with probability 1

reli;1
as shown by algorithm 8. This method

does not fully comply with the AF speci�cation, since when the arrival rates
di�ers considerably between the DPLs, this method will discriminate against
the slower arrival rates. It always picks DPL i with a probability reli;j times
greater than DPL j, regardless of drop and arrival rates. The drop probability
at a lower DPL could therefore be higher than the one at a higher DPL if the
arrival rate is slower at the low DPL. .

Finally, a discussion about what should happen when l changes. That l
changes implies that either more or fewer DPLs will be part of the relative
di�erentiation. When l decreases, some DPLs which used to be part of the
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Algorithm 8 Simple method for deciding which DPL to drop packet from
r =uniformly distributed integer between

0 and max.

p = rell;N �max

level = N

while r < p {

p += rellevel�1;l �max

level--

}

relative di�erentiation will receive absolute di�erentiation, which does not imply
any particular problem. However, when l increases, some DPLs which has
not received any packet losses for an extensive period of time will suddenly
be part of the relative di�erentiation. It would then take a while before the
relations stabilize, during which these DPLs would take all losses. Therefore
it may be desirable to �pretend� that these DPLs had been part of the relative
di�erentiation for a period long enough for the relations to stabilize by setting
the drop rates at these levels appropriately.

5.2.3 Step 3�Selecting which Packet to Drop

Drop �rst

After having determined which DPL to drop a packet from, it is likely that the
just received packet does not belong to that DPL. In this case, the received
packet must be enqueued and a packet from the right DPL must be dropped.
There is no performance di�erence between dropping the �rst and dropping
the last packet. However, dropping the �rst packet will signal the TCP sender
to back o� more quickly than dropping the last packet. Hence, it may be an
advantage to use drop �rst. Another possibility is to alternatingly drop the �rst
and the last packet. This may decrease the possibility that several consequent
packets from the same micro �ow are dropped. From this point of view, random
drop should be used which is slightly more expensive in terms of CPU cycles
and may not be possible to implement in some routers with restricted access
memory.

Random Drop

As mentioned in section 4.3.5, multiple consecutive lost packets in a TCP �ow
will make the �ow burstier. To avoid this, the packet to drop could be picked
randomly from the queue. The easiest method for implementing this is to select
a random packet pkt from DPL l, 0 � pkt � lenl where lenl is the queue length
at DPL l. At each DPL, all packets can be reference through the arrays as
shown in �gure 5.1. The arrays are maintained such that the pointers occupy
only the �rst lenl positions in the array. This is easily accomplished by, when
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removing an element, always swap it with the last element to prevent holes in
the array.

This structure allows a randomly selected packet to be accessed in constant
time. Note that an arbitrarily selected packet cannot be accessed in constant
time since the order in the arrays are more or less random.

Data Structure

The desired properties of the data structure is that it should be possible to:

1. enqueue a packet in constant time,

2. dequeue a packet in constant time,

3. remove a randomly selected packet from an arbitrarily selected DPL in
constant time.

4. Packets must not be reordered,

5. the queue length at each DPL must be known,

6. the average queue length on each DPL must be known.

3 is the only property speci�c for random drop. Packets are added to a linked
list to keep them ordered. It must be doubly linked to satisfy 3 and 4. In
addition, a pointer to each element in the list is kept in a table corresponding
to the DPL it belongs to. The DPL and the index are stored in each element so
that it can be located in the tables. The tables are organized such that pointers
corresponding to packets in the queue are held in the beginning of the table.
Thus, each time a packet is removed from the queue, the corresponding pointer
swaps position with the last pointer currently in use in the table. A packet at a
random index between 0 and the queue length at the DPL - 1 will correspond
to a randomly selected packet at the DPL in question.

Figure 5.1 shows the data structure used for random drop. There are only
a few packets in the queue. The unused elements in the tables are shaded.
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Figure 5.1: Data Structure used for random drop
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Chapter 6

Evaluation

An evaluation of the implementation of WRT is presented in this chapter. First,
tests that shows that the service di�erentiation works as expected are presented,
and second, tests that compare how much processing resources are consumed
by WRT, as opposed to the default FIFO tail drop queuing in FreeBSD are
presented. The early congestion signaling mechanism is not evaluated since
such an evaluation is out the scope of this work.

6.1 Test Setup

The tests have been performed on the network shown in �gure 6.1 . There is
a source sending packets over a 100Mb/s Ethernet link to the WRT enabled
router, which forwards the packets onto a 10Mb/s Ethernet. This setup allows
the sender to expose the router to various levels of congestion, by varying its
transmission rate. The WRT enabled router is a PC system with an Intel
Pentium II CPU running at 350MHz. Installed on this is FreeBSD-3.4 and

100 Mb/s

WRT enabled

Sink

Source

10Mb/s

PC router

Figure 6.1: The test network.
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Parameter Value Comment

N 3 Number of DPLs

th2 2 Threshold for DPL 2

th1 4 Threshold for DPL 1

rel3;2 2 In relative di�erentiation, DPL 3 gets twice as high loss rate

as DPL 2

rel2;1 2 In relative di�erentiation, DPL 2 gets twice as high loss rate

as DPL 1

threshold 5 New RED threshold

limit 25 Max queue length

gain 0.000244 New RED �lter constant. Also used for measuring arrival

and drop rates

Table 6.1: The default WRT parameters.

ALTQ-2.1 with WRT. The kernel is compiled with unnecessary device drivers
removed.

The source generates constant bit-rate �ows on all DPLs, using an imple-
mentation of ping capable of setting the TOS �eld in the IP header1. A small
change has been made in it so that the delay between packets can be held con-
stant with millisecond precision2. Transmission rates can be varied by changing
the delay between packets, by changing the size of the packet, or by starting
additional ping processes. There are no other tra�c on this network. The sink
does not reply to the echo requests sent by ping.

The default parameters for WRT is shown in table 6.1. Unless explicitly
stated otherwise, the default value is being used for a parameter.

6.2 Relative Di�erentiation

To test the relative di�erentiation, th1 and th2 are both set to 0 so that there
is always relative di�erentiation. Packets are sent with 1 ms delay in between
and the transmission rates are varied by varying the packet sizes. The results
are shown in table 6.2.

For each DPL, the number of forwarded (fwd), the number of dropped pack-
ets (drp) and the loss rate are shown. The last column shows how many packet
that was dropped from another DPL than selected in step 2 of the mechanism
described in chapter 5. This happens when the queue selected for a packet drop
is empty. As shown in the table, the severity of this increases with the conges-
tion. This also causes the relations between the DPLs to drift from the ideal
state. By holding the losses pending until a packet arrives at that DPL as long

1Ping opens a raw IP socket to transmit echo requests. For some reason, FreeBSD always

sets the TOS �eld to 0. Therefore, the raw socket must be modi�ed to set the TOS value

speci�ed as a socket option by the application if FreeBSD is to be used as packet generator.
2The OS kernel must be running at 1000Hz as well.
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DPL 1 DPL 2 DPL 3

fwd drp loss rate fwd drp loss rate fwd drp loss rate empty

Packet size 800 bytes + IP and ICMP headers and link level framing

49038 962 1.92% 48077 1923 3.85% 46396 46396 7.21% 0

Packet size 1000 bytes + IP and ICMP headers and link level framing

43752 6248 12.50% 39625 10375 20.75% 33335 16665 33.33% 3439

Packet size 1400 bytes + IP and ICMP headers and link level framing

75002 24998 25.00% 49995 50005 50.01% 30227 69765 69.77% 22513

Same packet size as above + pending drops

41606 8391 16.79% 32989 17011 34.02% 10392 39608 79.22% 614

Table 6.2: Test results for relative di�erentiation, equal arrival rates

DPL 1 DPL 2 DPL 3

fwd drp loss rate fwd drp loss rate fwd drp loss rate empty

Two �ows at DPL 3

45833 4167 8.33% 41668 8332 16.66% 74631 25369 25.37% 4064

45834 4166 8.33% 41667 8333 16.67% 74623 25377 25.38% 0

Two �ows at DPL 2

45470 4530 9.06% 83334 16666 16.67% 33335 16665 33.33% 5120

45462 4538 9.08% 83335 16665 16.66% 33333 16667 33.33% 0

Two �ows at DPL 1

88788 11212 11.21% 40001 9999 20.00% 33333 16667 33.33% 3156

88818 11182 11.18% 40003 9997 19.99% 33333 16667 33.33% 0

Table 6.3: Test results for relative di�erentiation, di�erent arrival rates

as there are bu�er space available, this problem is reduced, as shown on the last
two rows of the table. See the discussion about this in chapter 7.

That the relative di�erentiation works when the transmission rates di�er is
tested by running two ping processes at each of the DPLs. Table 6.3 shows
that the relations are maintained despite signi�cant load di�erences between
the DPLs. The upper row shows the result without pending drops and the
below with. Here, there are no signi�cant di�erence between using and not
using pending drops. This is expected since the relation should converge despite
having to throw on another DPL than the one picked in step 2 of the mechanism.

What is interesting to note is that the drop rate relations di�er when the
relations between transmission rates are varied. DPL 3 receives less than its
share when it transmit faster than the others, while DPL 1 receives more. The
exact reason for this have not been established yet.
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DPL 1 DPL 2 DPL 3

fwd drp loss rate fwd drp loss rate fwd drp loss rate empty

Delays: DPL 1: 7 ms (143 packets/s), DPL 2: 14 ms (71.4 packets/s)

14929 33 0.22% 7946 34 0.43% 62671 62858 68.66% 61

Delays: DPL 1: 8 ms (125 packets/s), DPL 2: 16 ms (62.5 packets/s)

11739 6 0.05% 6215 4 0.06% 64794 65064 67.60% 6

Delays: DPL 1: 9 ms (111 packets/s) , DPL 2: 18 ms (55.6 packets/s)

10541 0 0.00% 5548 0 0.00% 66509 133491 66.75% 0

Table 6.4: Test results for absolute di�erentiation

6.3 Absolute Di�erentiation

DPLs 2 and 3 must not lose any packets while the average queue lengths at
these levels are lower than the threshold values. Hence, DPL1 should be able to
have four packets in the queue without risk of losing any of them. The MTU on
the 10Mb/s Ethernet is 1500 bytes and the maximum number of packets in the
queue is 25. The worst case is thus that there are 25 1500 bytes packets in the
queue, of which 4 belongs to DPL 1. DPL can thus send 4 1500 bytes packets in
the time period that it takes to transmit 25 1500 bytes packets over the 10Mb/s
link, which is 1500�8�25

107
= 3

100
s. Hence, DPL1 can send 4�100

3
packets/s without

loosing any. Similarly, DPL 2 can send 2�100

3
packets/s.

In this test the packet sizes are set to 1500 bytes, including link level fram-
ing3. The delay over the 100 MB/s link is neglected so it should be possible to
send one packet every 7.5th ms on DPL 1 and every 15th ms on DPL 2. The
timer does not support fractions of milliseconds granularity, however.

Table 6.4 shows the loss rates when running four ping processes at DPL 3
with 1 ms delay between the packets, and one ping process each on DPL 2 and
1, an varying the delays in between packets on those.

Sending at rates slightly faster than the thresholds allows (7 ms and 14 ms
delays between packets for DPL 1 and 2 respectively) renders a few losses as
shown in the table. However, a few losses were also seen when transmitting
slightly slower (8 ms and 14 ms delays between packets for DPL 1 and 2 re-
spectively) than the thresholds allows. The utilization on the Ethernet link is
probably less than 10Mb/s. Consequently, there must be a small margin to
ensure no losses; The last row in the table shows that reducing the transmission
rates a little further eliminates the losses completely on DPL 1 and 2.

6.4 Performance

To verify that the implementation runs acceptable fast, the execution speed has
been measured and compared to a reference implementation of ordinary FIFO
queuing. The measurements have been made using the time stamp counter in

3Thus, the IP packet is only 1488 bytes including header.
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Event Average no clock cycles max min no measures

Enqueuing 178 63342 108 153123

Enqueuing + dropping 516 66389 368 446827

Dequeuing 90.2 55363 58 153123

Sampling 431 254646 146 254646

Table 6.5: Performance measurements for WRT implementation

Event Average no clock cycles max min no measures

Enqueuing 83.1 47863 42 93300

Dropping 181 6996 148 506699

Dequeuing 51.4 4043 44 93300

Table 6.6: Performance measurements for FIFO implementation

the Pentium II processor. The time is started just after the routine thats being
measured has been called and stopped immediately before it returns. Cache
misses are included in the results. Execution time for the network device driver
and for routing lookups is, however, not included.

Table 6.5 shows the results for the WRT implementation. The implementa-
tion is based on RED93 and is using a random-drop policy. Enqueuing a packet
includes determining whether a packet should be dropped or not and insert-
ing the packet into the queue. A packet is inserted into the queue regardless
of whether a packet should be dropped or not. Hence, dropping a packet will
in addition to enqueuing a packet, include determining which DPL to drop a
packet from, selecting a random packet at that DPL, removing the packet from
the queue and freeing the memory used by that packet. Dropping a packet is
the most expensive operation as shown in the table.

The performance of the WRT implementation can be compared to the per-
formance of the FIFO implementation in ALTQ. Table 6.6 shows the results
from measurements made under the same conditions as the measurements of
the WRT implementation performance. WRT is, of course, expected to be
slower due to the extra complexity.

The performance results for the enqueuing and the dequeuing routines di�ers
roughly with a factor two from the reference FIFO implementation. This is
because the data structure used for the queue in WRT is more complex than
a regular FIFO queue. The di�erence can be reduced by using a �rst-drop or
a tail-drop policy rather than random-drop, since this would require a simpler
data structure. Dropping and sampling are background routines and it may
therefore not be of equal importance that these are fully optimized.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Discussion

7.1 Conclusions

An implementation of the WRT queuing mechanism for the FreeBSD operating
system has been made. In this implementation, the WRT mechanism was mod-
i�ed to use new RED rather than RED93. This seems to be a good idea booth
for implementation complexity point of view and for early congestion signaling
point of view. An improvement of WRED is also made, where the relations
between the DPLs are held constant. The result of this is a more predictable
behavior. The WRT implementation also uses a random-drop policy. Wether
this is a major advantage compared to tail-drop or head-drop is not clear.

WRT can be con�gured to provide absolute di�erentiation, where prioritized
tra�c is forwarded independently of other tra�c. It can also be con�gured for
relative di�erentiation, where prioritized tra�c have a fraction of the packet
losses that other tra�c have. WRT always falls back on relative di�erentiation
during times of overload to comply with the AF requirements.

The test results in this report shows that WRT can operate stable and pre-
dictable during various load. Both the absolute and the relative di�erentiation
works as desired and WRT falls back to relative di�erentiation when the lower
DPLs are overloaded.

By comparing the performance of the WRT implementation with a reference
implementation of ordinary FIFO queuing, it can be concluded that WRT does
introduce some overhead. This overhead can be reduced by using a simpler drop
policy than random-drop to improve performance if necessary.

7.2 Discussion

New RED has not yet been fully evaluated. The simulations made in [19] shows
that queue lengths when using new RED is signi�cantly shorter than when using
original RED at the cost of a slightly lower link utilization. Sampling the queue
may be a good idea. Not only for measuring the average queue lengths but also
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for measuring arrival and drop rates. Since these are being measured by this
implementation of WRT, it may be possible to make smarter decisions for early
congestion signaling by using these in addition to the average queue length.

TCP has not been evaluated over WRT. It would be interesting to see how
the throughput would be distributed between the DPLs in relative di�erentiation
when TCP is used. The throughput may not necessarily follow the loss rate
linearly.

RED as presented in [14] can operate in two modes: byte mode or packet
mode, where the former marks bytes rather than packets. It might be desirable
to do the service di�erentiation as well by measuring the arrival and drop rates in
bytes. This can be achieved by some minor modi�cations to the implementation
presented in this document. In addition, the thresholds could be de�ned in terms
of arrival rates instead of average queue lengths. This may be a simpli�cation
if reservations are made on bandwidth instead of loss rate.

The WRT mechanism is aimed towards loss di�erentiation. How this di�er-
entiation a�ects delay and jitter has not been evaluated.

A high speed implementation should lock the data structures used by the
routing routines in the cache memory. It is common for general purpose op-
erating system to allocate cache memory by some least resent used algorithm.
Since the OS performs tasks between enqueuing and dequeuing packets, the
data structures will often have been removed from the cache memory when the
queuing routines are executed. Hence, allocating cache for these speci�cally
would signi�cantly improve performance.
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